A leading Digital
Marketing agency saw a

224% increase in
their web leads
after implementing
CommVersion Live Chat
on their website.

THE
CLIENT

HD is a London based digital marketing and
communications agency that enables companies to
look more professional online and communicate
better online for business. HD support ranges from
training and advising leadership teams all the way
through to developing socially enabled websites and
providing a complete managed service for nearly all
daily social media & creative tasks.

THE
CHALLENGE

THE
SOLUTION

HD was looking for a solution that
would help with converting more
website visitors into leads and
enquiries that can be tracked
through to sales. CommVersion was
given the task to use its proactive
method to engage and convert web
visitors into qualified leads.

HD partnered with CommVersion to initiate a 24*7 Live Chat service on their
websites. The aim was to connect and engage with website visitors by providing them
with relevant information related to the various digital marketing services HD offered
and increase the number of leads on their website.
In collaboration with HD, CommVersion created a chat matrix that covered various
elements of the business and served as the foundation for training Live Chat agents
about the company. A branded chat window was designed and integrated seamlessly
into the existing website. In-built CommVersion analytics were used to determine a set
of predefined rules to help Live Chat agents when engaging with visitors. The matrix
was then tested and, after a satisfactory trial, was made live on the HD’s website.
After successfully implementing live chat and providing proactive assistance and
tracking analytics in real time, CommVersion successfully increased the number of
leads for HD.

RESULTS
In less than a twelve months, CommVersion Live Chat was successful in
increasing the number of web leads for HD by 224%. After adding live chat to
HD website, the results at the end of September 2018 were:

Increased web leads by 224% from 100 to 324 within the
same duration as compared to last year.

94%

Customer Satisfaction

34%

Chat to lead conversion

15

Vaughan Owen
CEO
HD

Sec

Average First response time

We have been very really pleased with the
quality and quantity of leads that we have
generated using CommVersion Live Chat’s
over the past one year. Furthermore
CommVersion’s Live Chat solution has helped
us to reduce our operational costs by helping
us eliminate our Virtual Telephone line and
replacing it with CommVerison’s Live Chat &
Instant Connect Service.

WHAT A FEW WEBSITE VISITORS HAD TO SAY..

A really enjoyable
feature. Very
considerate
and convenient.

Immediate &
informative,
thanks.

Very
professional.

Very
Co-operative.

Very helpful.
Communication
is very clear.

It was a good
interaction with Helen.

Solved
my query,
excellent service
keep it up.

Helpful &
Prompt

It was really quick
and efficient.
Appreciate the help.

Very good
and responsive.

